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Abstract 

The importance of power system analysis software tools (PSA ST) is increasing 

day by day. This is happening because of rapidly developing electrical grids, ris-

ing of the total amount of generated and consumed electricity. Many of “old 

fashion” PSA ST were created a long time ago and do not satisfy the require-

ments of modern systems. Therefore many companies do their best to design the 

most cross functional and modern software tool. But, as well as systems become 

more complicated, the more complicated PSA ST become and many of them do 

not suit well for study purposes. Students need to understand the basics of power 

system analyzing and a large amount of modern PSA ST functions can confuse 

them and make their studies harder. 

The main purpose of this thesis is to compare different PSA ST from student’s 

perspective and find one that suits the best for education.  
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Abbreviations and symbols 

CPF-VS Continuation Power flow and/or  Voltage Stability Analysis 

ETAP  Electrical Transient Analyzer Program 

FA  Fault Analysis 

FV  Free Version 

HA  Harmonic Analysis 

GNE  Graphical Network Editor 

GS  Grounding Systems 

GUI  Graphical User Interface 

OPF  Optimal Power Flow  

PF  Power Flow 

PSA ST  Power System Analysis Software Tool 

RES   Renewable Energy Sources 

SSA  Small Signal Stability Analysis 

I  current 

P  active power 

Q  reactive power 

U   voltage  

S  apparent power 
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1. Introduction 

1.1  Description of main objectives of the thesis 

Nowadays electrical grids are getting bigger and more complicated every day. 

That is why their analysis problem becomes more and more important. Electrical 

grids must be controllable, adjustable, sustainable and efficient at the same time. 

Many of these problems are taken into consideration at the first steps of design-

ing networks but grids still have to operate every day.  

The main purposes of electrical grids’ operation are: 

 Keeping energy balance (Pgeneration = Pconsumped) 

 The sustainability of transmission and distribution lines 

 Synchronous operation of power plants within the power system 

 Synchronous operation of the country's power grid with the power systems 

of adjacent countries with which there is a connection to the interstate 

transmission line. 

One of the main ways to operate grid is the prediction of its working conditions. 

Operation companies try to predict the condition of network after the disturb-

ances such as short circuits, damage of transmission lines or disconnecting of 

some producers or consumers. Because of it, grid’s regimes for every condition 

are calculated. Of course, it is not done manually because it takes a lot of time 

and human resources and during one day hundreds regimes should be calculated. 

That is why operation companies use special software.  

The other reason why power analyzing tools are necessary is reducing expenses 

and optimizing the usage of equipment by energy companies. There are two fun-

damental needs for energy or utility companies. The first one is efficient plan-

ning of the equipment life and 100% using it (without over- or under use). The 

second one is an accurate prediction of it. Planning capital investments and asset 

management is a very important problem. It is necessary to model power sys-
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tem’s demand for production, transmission and distribution of electrical power to 

solve it.  

For studying purposes, industrial analyzing programs are not good enough. The 

main studying purpose is to find out the basics principles of control and process-

es that are taking place in grids operation. Industrial software is too complicated 

for students. In addition, these programs are usually very expensive.  

The main target of this thesis is to make a review of available power grid analy-

sis tools in internet (both freeware and commercial ones) and introduce their 

properties and differences especially from student and teaching perspectives. 

1.2 Methodologies 

The power systems are different. They can be divided into transmission, distribu-

tion, and industrial [2].  Therefore, many tools are developed for a specific types 

of systems to increase analytical ability and computational efficiency. There are 

several things that PSA ST can do now such as power flow, short-circuit and 

harmonic analysis. There are some features that are valuable while comparing 

different PSA STs: 

 Basic behind key features 

Basic features for almost every PSA ST are power flow and fault analysis, volt-

age regulations, DC system and equipment analysis [5]. Combined algorithms of 

Gauss-Seidel and Newton-Raphson can be satisfactorily used to get a high rate 

of precision and low responsiveness to initialization. Newton-Raphson is good 

enough for distribution systems [13]. Fast-Decoupled suits well for transmission 

systems [2].  

 Solver technology 

The structure of the models can vary because of different types of the system and 

object of the simulation. Hence, the models produced in a software tool are de-

fined by a combination of differential and algebraic equations [14]. The classifi-

cation of mathematical models is: 
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o Linear or Nonlinear 

o Lumped or Distributed Parameter 

o Static and Dynamic 

o Continuous or Discrete 

o Deterministic or Stochastic 

 Simulation modes 

There are several simulation modes used in the estimation of a model project in 

PSA ST such as continuous software, dynamic simulation software, immediate 

value simulation software and discretization simulation software. 

 Analysis methods 

o Steady-State Analysis 

It supposes sinusoidal currents, voltages, linear system components. It is done to 

find out power flow, voltage levels, losses and reactive power compensation. 

The steady-state analysis is divided into quasi-steady state analysis which checks 

abnormal system modes (short circuit and harmonics), and dynamic analysis, 

which  checks if the power system stays stable after crucial perturbations, and to 

define the functional ranges of the system. 

 Transient Analysis 

It is exploited to simulate actual power systems, nonlinear models, frequency-

dependent parameters, unbalance impedances. 

 Multidomain environment 

There are two domains used in PSA ST: time and frequency domains. Exactness 

of the model is resolved by checking the simulation’s results in both domains. 

 Components and blocks’ library facilities 

Power System Analysis Software Tool should include several electrical and me-

chanical components such as electrical sources, machines’ models, circuit ele-
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ments, monitor and measurement modules, single-phase and three-phase compo-

nents. 

 User-friendly and machine-system compatible 

The graphical user interface is a valuable thing for PSA ST. The tool should in-

clude several user-friendly capabilities such as drag and drop type of element 

selection, design capabilities, or reporting features In addition, it should be a 

platform and machine independent. 

Machine system compatible is another valuable thing. The PSA ST should be 

able to import and export data. It should be compatible with third-party products. 

 Purchasing policy 

All of PSA ST need to be supported by designers to work without any errors and 

quality losses. The software should be available to evaluation copy and a product 

supported. The upgrading facility, update policy, price for an upgrade and add-

on tools should be taken into consideration.  

1.3  The structure of the thesis 

Theory of analyses of meshed power grids is given in the first part. Such ques-

tions as Power Flow and its calculation, short circuit calculation are discussed 

there. Moreover, one can find there several review of different electrical grids 

types and key points of analysis such as generation, consumption, losses, nodes’ 

voltages and frequencies. 

Then the benchmarking of different power grid analysis tools is given. The com-

parison is made on the following parameters: 

1. Open access 

2. Functionality 

3. Interface 

4. Updates 

5. Easy to use 
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6. Correspondence to educational targets 

After that demonstrative analyses with tools is presented. As an example IEEE 

test grids with European grid structures are used. 

In the last part, the conclusion is given. There one can find summary of all tools 

and grading tools from studying and teaching perspectives. 
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2. Power System Phenomenal 

Nowadays power systems became a separate scientific field. Analyzing them 

requires a huge background and deep knowledge of the power system phenome-

nal. The basic principles of it should be known to understand how power systems 

work. In addition, having basic knowledge about power systems is obligatory to 

work with PSA ST. This chapter is about power systems in general and about the 

main points of power systems operation such as power balance and stability. 

2.1 Overview of Power Systems 

The electrical power system is a complicated topic. In this part, some basic 

things about power systems are given. 

2.1.1 Electrical grid 

An electrical grid is a network that is the main purpose to deliver electricity from 

producers to consumers. It contains generating stations, transmission lines of dif-

ferent high voltage levels and distribution lines. Transmission lines transfer en-

ergy from power plants to demand centers. Distribution lines connect individual 

customers. At transmission level, the electrical grid supplies power to very large 

consumers (for example, big manufacturing facilities such as steel manufacturing 

plants or petroleum refiners). The distribution level is divided into primary and 

secondary levels. Both levels use step-down transformers to lower the voltage 

level. Primary distribution level is usually used to provide power for medium-

scale consumers (commercial buildings, business complexes etc.). Secondary 

distribution is used to provide power for residential customers. The voltage lev-

els used in electrical grids are presented in Table 1.1.  In addition transmission 

lines operate higher voltage levels than distribution ones. 
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 Table 2.1. AC electrical power system voltage levels (adopted from "Fingrid”) 

Voltage  Level 

0,4 – 1 kV Low Voltage (distribution networks)  

11 – 75 kV Medium voltage 

110 – 400 kV High Voltage (transmission networks)  

 

Figure 2.1. The structure of electrical system 

Electrical grids may be different size. They can cover single buildings, whole 

countries or even be transnational and cross-continents. In this thesis, big high-

voltage electrical grids will be discussed. 
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2.1.2 Generation 

The modern power system is made of three main parts: generation, transmission 

and distribution. One can see it below in Figure 3-2. There are several types of 

generating stations. The most commonly used are thermal, hydro and nuclear 

generators. They work on several voltage levels, typically from 11 kV to 25 kV. 

Step-up transformers increase voltage up to the electrical grids’ levels.  

 

Figure 2.2 Structure of a basic electric power system (from “Study of power and renewable sys-

tems modeling and simulation tools”) 

Nowadays huge amount of electricity is generated by traditional fossil fuel tur-

bine generators. These generators usually use coal or gas as well as petroleum as 

a fuel. Nevertheless, modern power systems are replacing now “old fashion” 

power plants with RES. That is the reason why it is necessary to integrate intelli-

gent sensing and control with using information technology and communication 

technology assets. These electric power systems named Smart Grid (SG). They 

are on the idea of Disturbed Generation (DG). The main advantages of DG come 
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from major renewable recourses (wind, solar, small-hydro, biomass and geo-

thermal energy).  

In conclusion, future power systems are going to be more reliable, controlled, 

efficient and flexible. That gives the reason for developing more complicated 

and powerful computational tools that should be used from planning to control.  

2.2 Features of power systems 

Operation of the power system is tough and a complicated task. There are plenty 

of things that are needed to be taking into consideration during operation. This 

part is about major things that are necessary to know from the educational point 

of view. Students must understand the basics features of power systems such as 

power balance, voltage and frequency stability and stability of the whole system. 

2.2.1 Power balance 

The processes of production and consumption of electricity in power systems at 

every moment of time occur simultaneously. Therefore, there should be a corre-

spondence between the expenditure part of the capacity balance, which includes 

the capacity of loads taking into account losses in networks and the own needs of 

power plants, and its input part, which includes the available capacity of power 

plants (taking into account the exchange flows between power systems). As con-

sumers of the electric power have actively-inductive loading, consider balances 

of power in the electrical power system. 

The general expression for the active power balance is 




reqgen
PP                                                                                                    (2.1) 

where 
gen

P  is the generated power of the whole system and 
req

P  is the required 

power of all consumers.  

The required part of the power balance equation can be presented as: 

ortconsreq
PPPP

expmax.



                                                                             (2.2) 
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where 
max.cons

P  is the marginal power required by consumers, 


P  is power loss-

es and 
ort

P
exp

 is power that can be exported to another systems or countries.  

The generated part can be presented as following: 




reserveavailablegen
PPP                                                                                        (2.3) 

where 
available

P  is available power of existing power stations, 
reserve

P  is the sum of 

all reserve power. The total required reserve capacity is intended for the sched-

uled maintenance of the main equipment of power plants, as well as for covering 

the power deficit in the system (operational reserve). 

The reactive power balance is determined similarly to the condition for active 

capacity. The total consumption of reactive power is determined by the reactive 

load of the consumers and losses of Q in the lines and transformers. At the same 

time, the share of reactive power losses is quite high and reaches 50% in total 

consumption. The available reactive power of power generators is usually insuf-

ficient to cover the overall power system demand for reactive power. Ensuring 

the balance of reactive power requires installation directly from the consumers of 

reactive power sources (compensating devices). In low and medium voltage 

networks, reactive power transmission affects the degree of voltage drop in the 

network components and voltage regulation conditions. In networks of 220 kV 

and above with a fairly long and heavily loaded power lines, a balance of reac-

tive power is guarantees static stability of the system in normal and post-accident 

modes. 

2.2.2 Power system stability 

The power system’s stability is a possibility of the system to get back to standard 

operation after disturbance. Therefore, instability indicates a loss of synchroniza-

tion or falling out of step.  

There are several basic features describing the dynamics of a power system: 
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1. The synchronous tie shows the typical behavior: increasing power trans-

fer causes to a maximum limit of the system. It does not stay in synchro-

nism if the limit is exceeded. 

2. The power system assumed as a spring-inertia oscillatory model. Inertia 

on the mechanical side and spring action is provided by the synchronous 

tie. The power transfer depends on sinδ. 

3. The equation, establishing system dynamics, is nonlinear for disturbances 

if angle δ vary much. The phenomenon of stability is shown by power 

systems (stable to a certain extent perturbations and unstable at high per-

turbations). 

Three basic types of stability are steady state, dynamic and transient [12]. 

The steady state stability study finds out the highest operational level when sys-

tem is still stable. 

The system is dynamically stable if the amplitude of oscillations quickly fades.  

Dynamic system study is carried out up for 5 seconds. The most effective way to 

carry out this study is a computer simulation. The similar simulation programs 

are suitable for transient stability study. 

The transient instability is a phenomenon when the rotor angular difference is 

too high after disturbance. This is a fast phenomenon and it can cause falling out 

of step for machines. It last about one second and demand opening the line to 

clear the fault. 

The short circuits (faults) are the main kind of disturbance. Their effect should 

be defined in stability studies. In the period of fault, the power supply from 

nearby generators is decreased and power from distant generators is hardly af-

fected. Most systems stay stable only when the fault is deactivated quickly. The 

system stability depends on several factors such as clearing time and fault loca-

tion. The steady state limit is usually higher than transient stability one. 
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Current power systems have a set of interrelated generating stations, each of 

which has few generators and a lot of loads. Therefore, the equivalent multy-

machine systems are used.  

Stability study of a multymachine system can be made only with power system 

analysis software. 

2.2.3 Other types of Stability 

Besides the stability of the whole power system there are several types of stabil-

ity that are very important for understanding power system operation and analy-

sis. Figure 2.3. shows the main types of stability. 

 

Figure 2.4. Main frequency thresholds and operating limits (adapted from “Power System Fre-

quency Stability and Control: Survey”) 

Voltage stability checks if a system can keep its voltage on an acceptable level. 

The electrical system in is stable on voltage, if under the influence of a certain 

perturbation voltage near the loads close to the equilibrium values after the per-

turbation. Voltage unsteadiness appears when load dynamics tries to return pow-

er consumption to the possibilities of the power system. Voltage instability can 

cause the voltage collapse which is the process when the voltage profile in a big 

percentage of the system becomes unacceptably low. 

The voltage stability is connected transient stability. Voltage stability analysis 

usually requires simulation of the system with using non-linear differential alge-

braic equations. 
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There are several ways to prevent voltage collapse are presented as following: 

 Using reactive power-compensating devises 

 Monitoring of system voltage and generation of reactive power 

 Adjustment of protections  

 Monitoring of transformer tap changes 

 Emergency load shedding 

 Online monitoring and analysis 

The other very important type of stability is a frequency stability of power sys-

tem. Frequency stability checks if the power system can keep steady state fre-

quency, after disturbance, which cause a big misbalance between system genera-

tion and load [22]. There are several reasons for frequency instability such as 

loss of generation. Frequency stability is divided into short and long-term. Dur-

ing short–term event, frequency instability divides the main system into several 

inner systems. They cannot keep power balance and their frequency is too low. 

These cause a blackout for the inner systems in several seconds. During long–

term event, the response for time will be up to several minutes. The frequency 

instability can impact much on voltage magnitude. Figure 2.4 illustrates the fre-

quency operation limits in Europe. 
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Figure 2.4. Main frequency thresholds and operating limits (from “Power System Frequency 

Stability and Control: Survey”) 

The best way to prevent frequency instability is to organise a frequency control. 

The frequency monitoring is done with a controlling mechanism to restore sys-

tem frequency. The control actions required to recover system frequency are giv-

en in Figure 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.4. Frequency control in power systems (from “Power System Frequency Stability and 

Control: Survey”) 
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3. Calculation needs 

Every power system analysis tool has a huge theoretical background. Therefore 

it is essential to understand the main problems of power system analysis and 

their solutions. In this part, the main theory of power flow calculation problems, 

stability problems and other important things is presented.   

3.1 Y-matrix and Z-matrix 

Before starting power flow calculations it is necessary to tell about Y- and Z- 

matrixes, because finding them is the starting point of any power flow calcula-

tion. 

3.1.1 Y-matrix 

The Y matrix is the nodal admittance matrix. It is an N х N matrix that character-

izes a power system with N buses. There are three steps before creating the equa-

tions that form the Y matrix. Firstly, it is necessary to convert single line dia-

gram to an impedance diagram. Secondly, all voltage sources should be replaced 

with their equivalent current sources. Thirdly, the impedance diagram should be 

turned into an admittance diagram. The admittance between the bus in considera-

tion, n, and another bus, m, connected to n, can be described by 
ininin

jbgy  . 

The mathematical expression follows: 





Nn

iniij
yyY

,...3,2,1

, if ji                                                                                 (3.1) 

ijij
yY  , if ji                                                                                               (3.2) 

in
y  is not equal to zero connection exist between two buses. Each 

in
y  defines one 

element of the N х N  matrix. The nodal admittance matrix form: 



















nnn

n

YY

YY

Y

...

.........

...

1

111

                                                                                            (3.3) 
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3.1.2 Z-matrix 

The Z matrix is the bus impedance matrix. It can be formed by the matrix inver-

sion of the Y matrix or by using  a Z bus building algorithm. 

A Z bus matrix can be created by listing the equations for branches: 

    
11

IZV
a

                                                                                                     (3.4) 

    
22

IZV
b

          

Then express them as a matrix: 



























2

1

2

1

0

0

I

I

Z

Z

V

V

b

a
                                                                                      (3.5) 










b

a

Z

Z

0

0
 is a Z matrix. 

3.2 Power flow calculation 

Power flow calculation is a quantitative analysis of the flow of electrical power 

in the power system. Power flow calculation is done to analyze the power system 

in steady state operation. It is relevant to finding out the best operation of power 

systems and for planning their future expansion. In addition, power flow calcula-

tion helps to find out the voltage magnitude and angle for each buses, the reac-

tive and real power carried by each line. PF calculation tools also calculate the 

losses of the lines and the whole system. They help to find the right transformer 

tap position. In addition, they can be used to optimize system operation and its 

control settings, to decrease the operating costs and to obtain maximum capacity. 

Nowadays there are many of power flow computational software.  They include 

some related calculation, such as fault analysis, transient and steady-state stabil-

ity studies and sometimes economic operating [14]. These programs can deter-

mine the optimal power flow which provides the lowest price for electricity 

transmission. 
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3.2.1 Model 

An AC power flow model creates a nonlinear system. It shows the power flows 

through transmission lines. The power flow into load resistances is a function of 

the square of the consumed voltage, that is why the non-linear system is used. 

Because of non-linearity, sometimes the analysis of a big grid using AC power 

flow model is not possible and it is better to use a linear DC power flow model 

instead. 

There are some ways to make the three phase system analysis simpler. Several 

assumptions should be done – a symmetrical loading of all three phases, steady-

state exploitation without transient changing in power flow or voltage because of 

load or generation changing. In addition, the per-unit system is used for voltages, 

power flows, and impedances. It is possible to build a mathematical simulation 

of generators, loads, buses and transmissions of the system using the system on-

line diagram as a basis. 

3.2.2 Power flow problem 

The aim of a power flow calculation is to find voltages angle and magnitude in-

formation for each node in a system [17]. It is essential information to find pow-

er flow on each line as well as generation of reactive power. To obtain a solution 

numerical methods are used. 

Firstly, the constants and variables in the system should be determined. They 

depend on the type of the bus. A bus with one or more generators linked to it is a 

Generator Bus. The slack bus is an arbitrary-selected bus with a generator. A bus 

without connected generators is called the Load Bus. 

The consumed power (PD, QD) is assumed to be determined for every load bus. 

For Generator Buses PG and the voltage magnitude |V| are assumed to be de-

fined. For the Slack Bus the voltage magnitude |V| and voltage phase  are de-

fined. For each Generator Bus, the voltage angle has to be found out; for every 

Load Bus, both the voltage magnitude and angle are unknown and have to be 
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found out; no variables that have to be found out for the Slack Bus. Therefore, 

there are 2(N – 1) – (R – 1) variables in a system with R generators and N busses. 

To find solution for the problem the power balance equations should be used. 

They can be made for P and Q for every bus. The P balance equation is: 

 



N

k
ikikikikiii

BGVVP
1

sincos0                                                   (3.6) 

where Pi is the net active power entered at bus i, Gik is the real side of the ele-

ment in the bus admittance matrix YBUS equivalent to the ith row and kth column, 

Bik is the imaginary side of the part in the YBUS equivalent to the ith row and kth 

column and Qik is the discrepancy in voltage angle between the ith and kth nodes 

(θik = δi - δik). 

The Q balance equation is: 

 



N

k
ikikikikiii

BGVVP
1

cossin0                                                    (3.7) 

where Qi is the system active power entered at bus i. 

Formula (3.7) includes the P and Q power balance formula for each Load Bus 

and the Q balance formula for each Generator Bus. For a Generator Bus, the Q 

balance equation is written only. It is because the grid Q entered is supposed to 

be variable and therefore including the Q balance formula would effect in an ad-

ditional unknown variable. There are no formulas written for the Slack Bus. 

Usually, the voltage angles θik are not significant. There is a strong connection 

between θ and P as well as between |V| and Q. Connection between |V| and P, 

and between θ and Q is negligible. Therefore, reactive power usually goes from 

the node with higher voltage to the node with the lower one. Similarly, The op-

posite statement is also true. Nevertheless, that rule does not work when the 

voltage angle is high. [5] 
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3.2.3 Newton-Raphson solution method  

There are some numerical ways used to solve the system of non-linear equations. 

The Newton-Raphson method is the most popular one. The first step of this 

method is an initial guessing of all unknowns. After that, a Taylor series is com-

pleted with the neglected members of higher order for every equation of balance 

of power involved in the system equations. The outcome that is a linear system 

of equations is: 




























Q

P
J

V

1


                                                                                       (3.8) 

where ΔP and ΔQ are the discrepancy formulas: 
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J (Jacobian) is a matrix of partial derivatives: 
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The linearized system of formulas is solved to specify the following guess (m + 

1) of voltage magnitude and angles founded on: 

  mm 1
                                                                                     (3.12) 

VVV
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1

                                                                                     (3.13) 

The calculations continue before the braking condition is reached. A stopping 

condition is to stop if the norm of the discrepancy formulas is under a set admis-

sion. 
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3.2.4 Other power flow method 

Newton-Raphson is not the only one power flow calculation method. There are 

several other methods that have its own advantages and disadvantages. 

 Gauss-Seidel 

This is one of the first solution methods. It converges slowly, but uses not much 

memory and does not require to determine a matrix system.  

 Fast-decoupled-load-flow method 

This is another type of Newton-Raphson. It uses the approximate decoupling of 

reactive and active flows in well-behaved grids. In addition, it installs the quanti-

ty of Jacobian in the period of iteration in order to matrix decays. The J matrix 

gets inverted only once inside the algorithm. Therefore, there are three sugges-

tions. First one is that the conductance between the buses is equal to zero. Sec-

ond one is that the value of the bus voltage is one per unit. The last one is that 

the sine of phases between buses is equal to zero. Fast decoupled load flow can 

solve the problem in seconds when the Newton Raphson method takes more 

time. This is used for real-time management of power grids. 

3.2.5 Voltage control 

The main purposes of power flow study are to define and monitor the level of 

voltages at grid’s nodes. This is important because voltage strongly affects the 

operating parameters of electrical receivers and the power system as a whole. 

The main targets for voltage control are the reduction of losses, upper the limit 

of voltage from the flashover risk, lower the limit of voltage from the transfor-

mation ratios, maintenance of reactive power reserves. 

The voltage drop may cause a shortage of reactive power in the network, which 

will lead to an even stronger decrease in the voltage and failure. The voltage in-

crease will lead to the deterioration of electrical equipment. 

There are several ways of implementation of voltage control – generator excita-

tion, using synchronous motor and their excitation, using and the excitation of 
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synchronous compensators, using capacitors and reactors. Most of these methods 

are based on reactive power production or compensation, because voltage de-

pends on reactive power, while the power angle depends on real power.  

3.2.6 Frequency control 

The other important purpose of power flow calculation is frequency control. The 

frequency fluctuation is dangerous because the frequency drop causes the de-

crease of load at every node. It can effect on static characteristics of load and can 

cause the disconnection of energy consumers.  

The load change 
L

P , when the frequency deviation is f  

fKP
nL
                                                                                                    (3.21) 

n
K - natural power-frequency characteristic of a system. It is different for each 

system. 

The frequency drop effects on a turbine governor too. The power frequency 

characteristic of a turbine governor is determined by its frequency droop. Each 

governor increases or decreases its power according to its droop δ  when the fre-

quency of the system deviates from the rated value. The droop describes the 

connection between the change in power and a given frequency 
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Figure 3.1. Frequency fluctuations 
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The smaller the change in frequency for a given load change, the stiffer the sys-

tem. 

Droop/power-frequency coefficient 
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                                                                                             (3.22) 

Normally, the droop of the magnitude of 6%. 

The overall network power-frequency characteristic Kp consist of the power-

frequency characteristics Kgi of individual plants taking part in the control and 

the natural power-frequency characteristic of the electric power system Kn. 


ginP

KKK                                                                                                (3.23) 

The most widely used way to control frequency is to disconnect consumers dur-

ing frequency decrease or decrease generation during the frequency increase. 

These operations are usually made by special controllers. 

3.3 Short circuit study 

Power flow study is about the steady state behavior of the power system during 

normal operating states. This part is about system behavior during or after short-

circuits. The short-circuit is a fault when current does not go to the normal load. 

There are two types of faults: symmetrical and asymmetrical. 

3.3.1 Symmetrical fault  

The reasons for symmetrical fault conditions are the isolation failure of equip-

ment or flashover of lines caused by a lightning stroke or through accidental 

faulty action. The system should be defended against the flow of high short cir-

cuit currents, because they are the reason for damage to major equipment. The 

aim of fault study is to estimate the short-circuit current’s magnitude, which is 

essential to choose properly the circuit breakers and protective relaying.  
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The rarest type of fault is the symmetrical fault. Its analysis should be done, be-

cause this kind of fault causes the heavest fault current flow. The system has to 

be defended against it. This is the simplest type of fault analysis to carry out.  

3.3.2 Symmetrical fault analysis 

There is a useful method for symmetrical fault analysis which has its own ad-

vantages such as accurateness and clearness. 

Firstly, it is necessary to make some simplifying assumptions - all electrical gen-

erators in the system are in phase. They operate at the rated voltage and electrical 

motors assumed to be generators, because during the fault they, as usual, do not 

consume power but supply it. This is the base case for the voltages and current 

calculation.  

Second step is considering that the fault location is fed with a negative voltage 

source. This source is equal to the voltage at that place in the base case. The oth-

er sources are equal to zero. This way uses superposition principle.  

In order to achieve an exacter result, these calculations are made separately for 

the different time limits: 

 Subtransient (the largest currents). 

 Transient. 

 Steady-state. 

3.3.3 Unsymmetrical fault 

There are several categories of unsymmetrical faults take place in power system: 

Shunt Type Faults 

There are three main shunt types faults - single line-to-ground (LG) fault, line-

to-line (LL) fault and double line-to-ground (LLG) fault. 

Series Type Faults 
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Open conductor fault. 

The three-phase (3L) fault is the most serve. It is used to find out the breaking 

capability of circuit breakers. However, sometimes an LG fault is more danger-

ous than a three-phase fault. This can take place when the fault happens too close 

to big generators. Otherwise, unsymmetrical fault analysis is important for sin-

gle-phase switching, system stability studies and relay setting. 

Two or more simultaneous faults are ignored, because they happen very rare. 

The method of symmetrical components is one of the most commonly used tools 

for the study of unsymmetrical faults. [1] 

3.3.4 Unsymmetrical fault analysis 

Unsymmetrical fault analysis does not use assumptions such as the load is sym-

metrical on all phases. Therefore, the on-line diagram is not used directly, be-

cause it considers only one phase. The superposition of symmetrical components 

is used for resulting currents and voltages, because of the linearity of power sys-

tems. Therefore, three-phase analysis can be used. 

The main idea of the symmetrical components method is that the power system 

is considered as a superposition of three elements – positive, negative and zero 

sequences. 

The other necessary information is the per-unit positive-, negative- and zero-

sequence resistances of the lines, transformers and generators involved.  Three 

separate circuits are created with this information. The individual circuits are 

linked together in a specific sequence, which depends on the kind of fault en-

countered. After that the system can be investigated with classical circuit analy-

sis methods. The resulting solutions for currents and voltages are symmetrical 

components. Therefore, they must be turned into phase values with the A matrix.  

A matrix defines a phasor rotation operator alpha, which rotates a phasor vector 

counterclockwise by 120 degrees - 
i

ea


3

2

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alpha
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3.4 Stability calculations 

As was discussed earlier there are several kinds of power system stability. In this 

part the steady state stability calculation and the transient stability calculation 

will be discussed.  

All of the stability calculations methods are based on the swing equation (3.9) 

which characterizes the rotor dynamics for a synchronous machine. 

em
PP

dt

d
M 

2

2
                                                                                              (3.9)   

sin
X

EV
P

e
                                                                                                  (3.10) 

where δ is a power or torque angle, M is an inertia constant, Pm is a mechanical 

power input in MW and Pe is an electrical power output. 

The swing equation is a non-linear differential equation of second order.  
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For multimachine system the (3.9) equation becomes: 

eqeeqmeq
PP

dt

d
M 

2

2
                                                                                     (3.11) 

where 
eq

M ,
eqm

P , 
eqe

P  are the sums of all M, Pm, Pe respectively. 

3.4.1 Steady state stability 

The steady state limit is the highest power that can be carried to the consumer 

without the loss of synchronism. For this case the swing equation (3.9) is 

changed to: 

02 
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where   
dt

d
p     

The roots of (3.11) are 
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Therefore, the system is stable for a little growth in power when: 

0
)/( 

e
P > 0                                                                                                 (3.13) 

The system is unstable when:  

0
)/( 

e
P < 0                                                                                                   

0
)/( 

e
P  is a synchronizing coefficient. 

The maximum power that can be safely transmitted occurs for δ0 = 90° 

The maximum power is equal to: 
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where  is the inertial machine voltage,  is the infinite bus’s voltage, X is the 

transfer impedance. 

3.4.2 Transient stability 

Transient stability is a power system capability to get back to its working condi-

tions after large disturbances. The solution of the swing equation (3.9) for this 

case is obtained giving the swing curve (a plot of δ against t). The system is sta-

ble if δ starts to decline after getting to its maximum value. The fluctuation of δ 

around the balance point will be damp and finally fade. 

Upon occurrence of a fault, the power transmission between generators is de-

clined dramatically. It leads to the machine torque angles swinging. The circuit 

breakers clear the fault to keep the system stable. The time for breaker working 

is clearing time. The shorter it – the bigger the possibility of the system to stay 

stable. In Figure 3.3, the swing curves for different clearing time are given. 

 

Figure 3.1. Swing curves for a sustained fault and for clearing in 0.05s and 0.125s.  

The swing equation cannot be solved manually. There are some various methods 

in order to solve it, including the Runge-Kutta method [1]. 

The point by point method of solution for a single-machine infinite bus bar sys-

tem is given as following. 
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Figure 3.2. A single-machine infinite bus bar system  

Let us see the swing equation 

M

P
PP

Mdt
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                                                                    (3.15)   

The solution δ(t) is received at intermittent periods of time with period spread of 

Δt smoothly all over. Accelerating power and vary in velocity which is continu-

ous function of time. The angular rotor velocity is 

dt

d
                                                                                                            (3.16)   

At the end of the (n-1)th period, the acceleration power is   

1max)1(
sin
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where 
1n

  has been counted before. The vary in speed (
dt

d  ) is resulted by 

)1( na
P , supposed invariant over Δt from (n-3/2) to (n-1/2) is 
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The vary in δ while the (n-1)th period is 

2/3211 


nnnn
t                                                                            (3.19) 

And while the n-th period  

2/11 


nnnn
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Deducting equations (3.19) and (3.20) and using equation (3.18) it turns out that 
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That allows to write 

nnn
 

1
                                                                                                (3.22) 

The procedure of computation is now rerun to get Pa(n), Δδn+1 and δn+1. Thus, the 

time solution is performed in discrete form for a given period of time, usually 0.5 

seconds. The higher precision of solution can be reached by decreasing the 

length of intervals. 

The other criterion for transient stability is equal area criteria. There is a simple 

way to study transient stability without using the numerical solution of a swing 

equation. According to this criterion, the system is stable if the region beneath Pa 

(accelerating power) – δ curve declines to zero at some value of δ. Therefore, the 

accelerating region beneath Pa – δ curve should be equal the decelerating region. 

The illustration of this criterion is given on a figure 3.3. 

 

Fig. 3.3: Equal area criteria (from “Study notes on system stability concepts for electrical engi-

neering students”) 
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4. Analysis of software 

There are a lot of Power System Analysis Software Tools available now. Some 

of them are the most suitable for industrial usage and some of them for educa-

tional. This chapter is about their basic features and choosing some of them for 

further analysis. The main target of analysis is to find which software tool is the 

most suitable for using in educational purposes – during the lectures and for stu-

dent’s independent work. The main criteria that have been use for comparison 

are performance of a tool, its usability, interface, teaching perspective and price.  

4.1 Review of theses on a similar topic 

Power system analysis tools are widely used by many companies and universi-

ties. Therefore, there are a lot of studies about PSA ST that compare them and 

help to choose the most suitable ones for different purposes. There are an over-

view of “Study of power and renewable systems modeling and simulation tools” 

and “Comparison of Power System Analysis Toolbox, PacDyn and MatNetEig 

power system software packages for small-signal stability analysis” at this para-

graph. 

4.1.1  Study of power and renewable systems modeling and simulation tools  

The main purpose of this thesis is to find out the feasibility and effectiveness of 

available power system engineering software tools based on case studies with an 

emphasis on renewable energy systems. The thesis is divided in three parts. The 

first one is about the study of available power system computational tools and 

the simulations of basic analysis using PSA ST. There are four chosen tools for 

comparing: NEPLAN, PowerWorld, PSAT and MATPOWER. The second part 

has given an assessment priority of renewable energy and current status. In the 

third, section the modeling of wind energy systems is presented.  

The summary of the paper: 

1) Power system computational tools and simulations are not perfect. There 

are some opportunities to improve them. User interface and data trans-
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portation between different Power System Stabilizer can be ameliorated. 

Moreover, it is necessary to standardize data format to give flexibility in 

usage different tools to users. 

2) A lot of available tools have sophisticated Graphical User Interface 

(GUI). It is very hard for understanding without having a background us-

ing special Power Engineering software. For that reason, GUI, plotting 

and graphical representation can be improved.  

3) There is lack of PSS fault and dynamic simulation capabilities. Many 

Free Open Source Softwares (FOSS) do not include fault and dynamic 

analyses and lag behind during renewable energy systems analysis and 

modeling. 

4) FOSS PSS give quite proper results comparing with results obtained by 

using commercial software tools. That gives the idea that choosing the 

best fit tool depends upon the user’s needs. 

5) Placing the distributed renewable energy resources at strong buses in-

crease the power system stability. Moreover, the wind turbine spatially 

distributed gives better voltage stability. 

6) There is a need for storage devises technologies and good renewable en-

ergy forecasting tools. They are necessary for reliable RES integrated 

power grids and help to reduce the cost of electricity and the intermitten-

cy. 

4.1.2  Comparison of Power System Analysis Toolbox, PacDyn and MatNetEig 

power system software packages for small-signal stability analysis 

In this thesis comparison of three power system software packages for small-

signal stability analysis is presented. The following tools are chosen for the 

comparison – Power System Analysis Toolbox, PacDyn and MatNetEig.  

The paper can be summarized as following: 

1) All three tools have constant PQ load models, static non-linear load mod-

els, equivalent π-circuit AC transmission line model, synchronous gener-
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ator models with saturation, AVR excitation system and power system 

stabilizers. 

2) PacDyn has time domain step and frequency disturbance simulations 

which can be changed with additional plotting and control variables. It 

has additional data editors, user-defined controllers and plotting utilities 

to build up modeling and analysis. 

3) The definition of the output results in precision for the eigenvalues, oscil-

latory frequency and damping ratios can be done on the small-signal sta-

bility analysis GUI in MatNetEig. 

4) PSAT suits for load flow steady-state analysis. PSAT tool is not recom-

mended for the small signal stability analysis of power systems. 

5) PacDyn and MatNetEig are recommended for the analysis of small signal 

stability of power systems. PacDyn has several advanced features such as 

modelling capabilities and the results.  

4.2 Power system analysis software tools 

There are a great number of offers at the modern software market when it is 

about power system analysis tools. Some of them are more suitable for operating 

companies or industry, some are better for education and research. This chapter 

is about the development of PSA ST and makes a review of the commercial and 

free-access software. 

4.2.1 Development of power system analysis software tools 

The usage of digital computers for modeling and simulating the power system 

started in the 1950s. Since then the computational methods for power systems 

evolved dramatically. Its development can be seen at Figure 4.1. [7]. 
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Fig. 4.1: Development of PSA ST (adapted from “Study of power and renewable systems model-

ing and simulation tools”) 

The first commonly used application in a field of power system analysis was 

created by J. B. Ward and H. W. Hale in 1956 [22]. But several tools had been in 

use even before – from the 1930s to the 1960s. For example, static models and 

large AC network analyzers were used for load flow study.  

There are several steps involved in the progress of computational tools. They can 

be seen at Figure 5.2. Power system simulation begins with determination the 

system. It includes tasks and objectives to solve the problem. 

The second step is finding out the system components that have to be modeled. 

Next steps are model formulation, data collection, model translation into a pro-

gramming language, verification and validation of results. [13] 

 

Fig. 4.2 Steps involve in the simulation process and development of a computational tool. 

Because of the complexity of the power system there are some additional mod-

ules that are necessary to have such as data probability, data visualization, and 

user-friendly interfaces. 
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4.2.2 Power system modelling and simulation tools   

There are three categories of existing power system simulation (PSS) tools – 

proprietary tools, free tools, and open source software tools. The main purposes 

of these tools are to provide better control and operation of the power systems 

and to bring realistic experience to power system engineering researchers and 

students for power system design. 

1)  Proprietary tools. These tools are usually developed by power systems 

researches institutions or by electric utility companies and industries. 

They are highly efficient, have comprehensive packages, maintained and 

tested by the providers. These tools do not let any changes to the source 

code and usually require licenses. 

2)  Free Software tools. These tools are provided by developers for free, 

usually they do not even require purchasing any license. They focus 

more on flexibility rather than on efficiency and computational capabili-

ties. In this case flexibility means ability to use tools for various educa-

tional purposes (during lectures or at laboratories) and the ability to 

change a software tool depending on the task. [13] 

3)  Open Source Software (OSS). This can be considered as free tools too. 

They do not require any payment and allow changes and additions to the 

source code, redistribution and modifications.  They are the most suita-

ble ones for research and educational purposes [10]. 

 

Fig. 4.3 Classification of tools available for power system (adapted from “Study of power and 

renewable systems modeling and simulation tools”). 
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The combination of 2) and 3) is called Free Open Source Software (FOSS). One 

can find a pictorial representation classification of power system software tools 

in Figure 2.3. FOSS tools will be discussed in the following chapters in more 

details. Above tools under discussion, it is possible to clarify them as off-line 

and online tools [24]. 

4.2.3 Commercial software 

There are a lot of different commercial software tools. The list of the most com-

monly used software can be found in Table 5.1. In addition, there is a discussion 

on the topic has been presented in [14] and [13]. Many tools are PC based. How-

ever, many of the providers are trying to develop internet and cloud based ver-

sions. Web based simulations have several advantages comparing with the clas-

sical ones [4]. The most well-known web or cloud based tools are NEPLAN, 

POYUYA and XENDEE [2] [27]. It is possible to get a free full functional ver-

sion of PSCAD with only limitation on the number of busses. 

Table 5.1: List of major available PSA ST (adapted from “Study of power and renewable sys-

tems modeling and simulation tools”).  

Tool Demo/Ed. Version (– there is a demo 

version, x – there is not a demo version, 

- not stated)  

Vendor/Developer 

ETAP  Operation Technology Inc. 

CAPE 

Electrocon International Incorpo-

rated 

CDEGS 

Safe Engineering Services & 

Technologies Ltd. 

CYME  CYME International 

DNV GL  DNV GL 

EasyPower  EasyPower 
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EDSA x Power Analytics 

EMPT  POWERSYS 

ERACS  Edif Group 

GE PSLF  General Electric 

IPSA Power  IPSA Power Group 

MiPower x PRDC Pvt. Ltd. 

NEPLAN  NAPLAN AG/BCP Inc. 

PowerFactory  DIgSILENT 

PowerWorld 

PowerWorld Corp./University of 

Illinois 

POYA  INTELECTRICOM 

PSS/E  Siemens 

RTDS x RTDS Technologies 

SIMPOW  Solvina 

SKM  SKM Systems Analysis Inc. 

WindMil  MILSOFT Utility Solutions 

ETAP  Operation Technology Inc. 

CAPE 

Electrocon International Incorpo-

rated 

CDEGS 

Safe Engineering Services & 

Technologies Ltd. 

CYME  CYME International 

DNV GL  DNV GL 

EasyPower  EasyPower 
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4.2.4 Free Open Source Software Tools 

Commercial PSA ST for the power system are full-functional, but they are diffi-

cult to use and do not let users to see or change source code. It is essential to be 

able to see the source code to understand the architecture of the software and to 

be able to improve it. FOSS allows users to create their own algorithms and pro-

grams. 

Usually, free tools are created by research institutes and universities. Most of 

them are done with limited functional initially. In addition, usually it is possible 

to customize these programs. For example, it is possible to analyze transient sta-

bility and do time domain simulations after adding MatDyn tool to 

MATPOWER [25]. Similarly, after adding MatACDC to MATPOWER it is pos-

sible to simulate interconnected AC systems and multyterminal voltage source 

converters high voltage DC power systems [13]. There are other main features of 

FOSS presented as following: 

1) Continuous development 

FOSS can be developed by any researcher from any place in the world. It is the 

best example of collective community development. That can explain the rapid 

progress of FOSS. 

2) Flexibility 

Researchers can customize tools depends on their needs. That is why these tools 

are considered as the most flexible. 

3) Simplicity 

Usually, the architecture of open source tools is simpler then of commercial ones 

[16]. 

4) Provides virtual power engineering laboratory 

Students and researchers can have a virtual laboratory and workspace as these 

tools can be downloaded and installed anywhere, anytime for free without any 
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restrictions. Moreover, one can use his or her own tools on a specific server or 

system. In addition, a lot of these tools have begun to develop cloud versions 

that will further improve their availability. 

5) Economical 

All these tools are free of charge. That is why researchers and students get most 

of its advantages for free [17] [7]. 

The most widely used programming languages for developing FOSS are 

MATLAB, Modelica and Mathematica. They are used because it is simply to 

understand their code. A lot of these tools have several modules that have to be 

added in order to use different kinds of analysis. Usually, these tools are not pro-

vided with complete packages. The most popular tools can be seen in Table 5.2  

Table 5.2: List of major available FOSS (adapted from “Study of power and renewable systems 

modeling and simulation tools”).  

Tool Platform Developer 

AMES Java Iowa State University, USA 

DCOPFJ Java Iowa State University, USA 

DOME Python University College Dublin, Ireland 

InterPSS Java InterPSS Community of Developers 

MatACDC MATLAB Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium 

MatDyn MATLAB Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium 

MATPOWER MATLAB Cornell University, Ithaca, USA 

Minpower Python University of Washington, USA 

OpenDSS Delphi Electric Power Research Institute, Inc 

PAT MATLAB West Virginia University, USA 

PST MATLAB Rensselaer Polutechnic Institute, USA 
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PSAT MATLAB University College Dublin, Ireland 

TEFTS C University of Waterloo, Canada 

THYNE C++ OAK Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

UWFLOW C University Ithaca, USA 

VST MATLAB Drexel University Philadelphia, USA 

Despite the fact that many FOSS are made by universities and they do not suit 

industrial using, their functionality is quite big. Some of them can compete with 

professional tools. In table 5.3 you can see the comparison of popular FOSS by 

their functionality.  

Table 4.3. FOSS tools and their functional capabilities (from “Study of power and renewable 

systems modeling and simulation tools”) 

Tool GUI GNE PF OPF CPF VS FA TD SSA EMT RE 

DOME + + + + + + - + + + + 

InterPSS + + + - - - + + + + - 

MatACDC - - + - - - - - - - - 

MatDyn - - - - - - - + + + - 

MATPOWER - - + + + + - - - - - 

PCFLO - - + - - - + + - - - 

PSAT + + + + + + - + + - + 

PST - - + - + + - + + - - 

UWPFLOW - - + - + + - - - - - 

VST + - + - + + - + + - - 
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4.3 Evaluation of PSA ST from educational point of view 

The evaluation process of every software from the educational point of view consists 

of pedagogical and usability sections. Further study on this problem can lead us to the 

main points of  evaluation – usability, pedagogical usability and added value.  

Any software has to satisfy the standards of usability, which is the part of usefulness. 

For instance, the user interface of PSA ST should be simple and efficient to use so the 

user can focus on the information content and study instead of the interface. Usable 

software should have a few errors and be subjectively pleasing.  

The other part of usefulness is a concept of “utility”. In other words, software has high 

utility if users can finish their task with it. The idea of utility can be divided into peda-

gogical usability and added value. 

The pedagogical usability if  the tools help students to study in various learning con-

texts according to selected pedagogical tasks. The estimation of pedagogical usability 

is based on the selected pedagogical objectives and the expected added value. Peda-

gogical purposes are influenced by study tasks of the content and methods of teaching 

and studying. The estimation of pedagogical usability should be focused on if the ped-

agogical design of the study environment is based on suitable educational theory and 

if the skills and needs of students, such as motivation, variability and development, are 

taken into account. 

The graph of evaluation points is presented in figure 4.4. 

 

Fig. 4.4 Classification of evaluation points for PSA ST (adapted from “An Evaluation of the 

Usefulness of Web-Based Learning Environments”). 
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4.4  Selection of suitable PSA ST 

Selection of suitable software is a complicated task and it depends on what is the 

purpose of using these or those software tools. This thesis is about evaluation 

PSA ST from teaching perspective. As it was mentioned before, proper software 

tool must be good from its technical side as well as from pedagogical usability 

side. Chosen software should be simple enough for students who have just start-

ed learning power systems and do not have enough theoretical and practical 

background. On the other hand it should be powerful enough to show the basic 

processes that take place in power systems. From this point of view PSA ST is a 

teaching tool that should be used by teacher to improve lessons and to help stu-

dents to make their studies easier. That is why technical side is not on the first 

place. Having an easy-to-understand graphical interface and easy-to-learn struc-

ture of a software is more important.  

The other important side of evaluation question is the price of software. Utility 

companies, usually, pay a lot of money for the software. And the price is reason-

able because they need software tools to be reliable, exact, powerful, to have 

wide libraries of equipment and so on. As it was said before, universities do not 

follow this purposes that much. Because of that, they usually try to find free or at 

least educational or demo versions of software tools. That is why we do not take 

into account tools such as NEPLAN or PSSE. According to the given parameters 

the chosen software tools are – PSAT, PSCAD, SimPowerSystems, ETAP and 

PowerWorld Simulator. 

The table of their main features is given as following: 

Table 4.4. Functional capabilities of chosen software tools 

Tool PF 
CPF-

VS 
OPF SSA TDS FA GS HA GUI GNE FV 

PSAT + + + + + - - - + + + 

SimPowerSystems + + - + + + + + + + + 
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PowerWorld Sim-

ulator 
+ + + - + + - - + - + 

ETAP + + - + + + + + + + - 

PSCAD + + - + + + + + + + + 

4.4.1 The brief overview of each software tool 

 Power System Analysis Toolbox (PSAT) 

PSAT is a Matlab based free tool for power systems analysis. It is free and has 

an open source code. It is a user-friendly tool, all calculations can be done by 

using GUI and a Simulink-based library. It is used in many universities whole 

over the world. It has all basic PSA ST features except fault analysis. It is very 

popular in many universities because of its simplicity, versatility and usability. A 

lot of teachers and students prefer this tool because it is a Matlab toolbox and 

they are familiar with this software environment. In addition, this software tool 

is GNU Octave compatible.   

 PowerWorld Simulator 

PowerWorld Simulator is a commercial software. It was made to simulate high 

voltage power systems on a time frame ranking from minutes to days. It has all 

basic features, except small signal stability studies, and can solve systems of up 

to 250 000 buses. The trial version can solve systems of 13 buses only, but for 

educational purposes it is enough. This software tool is intuitive for users. It has 

user-friendly interface, interactive animated diagrams, geographic information 

systems and many other useful features. This tool is a professional tool that 

many companies use. That can be another advantage for using its demo version 

in universities because students can learn how to use industrial software from the 

beginning of study [3]. 
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 PSCAD 

PSCAD is an another commercial power system simulation tool. It has a free 

version for systems of up to 15 buses, which are enough for educational purpos-

es. It has all basic features of any PSA ST and astonishing fault analysis tool. It 

is possible to create, simulate, and model any systems. It has a big library of sys-

tem models starting from simple passive elements and control functions, to elec-

tric machines and other complicated equipment. The main disadvantage is that 

PSCAD does not have an optimal power flow tool and the full version is quite 

expensive. 

 ETAP 

ETAP is an industrial power system software tool. It is widely used in universi-

ties and research centers as well. It has a package of electrical engineering soft-

ware solutions such as load flow, short circuit, transient stability, relay coordina-

tion, optimal power flow and more. Its block performance can be adjusted to fit 

the needs of any company, and power systems of any size. Separated into two 

versions, modular engineering version and intuitive engineering version, ETAP 

offers different packages to each. The main disadvantages are that ETAP does 

not have a student or trial version, it is quite complicated and hard for students’ 

understanding and using during lectures. 

 SimPowerSystems 

Simscape Power System is a Matlab based tool for modelling and simulating 

power systems. This tool contains models of electrical power equipment, such as 

three-phase machines, electric drives etc. It can provide harmonic analysis, total 

harmonic distortion study, load flow and other main power system analysis fea-

tures. It is free and has some advantages in front of PSAT such as fault analysis 

but using SimPowerSystems it is harder to build models of high voltage trans-

mission network and it is not possible to do optimal power flow analysis there.  
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4.4.2 Evaluation of each software tool from educational point of view 

It is hard to evaluate usability and pedagogical usability of software because 

there is no any strict parameters of evaluation. Most of the time it depends on 

researcher’s point of view and personal opinion. All tools are evaluated by such 

parameters as performance, interface, price etc. The full table of parameters can  

be found in the attachment below. Figure 4.6 shows the ranking of chosen soft-

ware. 

In this case teaching perspective means pedagogical usability. It contains such 

parameters as support for organization of the teaching and learning. The follow-

ing parameters are evaluated - availability of built-in test cases, limitation of 

busses and ability of using software during classes. 

 

Fig. 4.5 Classification of PSA STs by parameters: performance, usability, interface, price for 

quality. 

The overall ranking of chosen software is presented as following. The overall 

grade is the sum of all evaluation parameters divided by its quantity. “Usability” 

and teaching perspective are weighted with 1.2 coefficient, other parameters are 

weighted with 1 coefficient. 
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Fig. 4.6 The overall ranking of chosen PSA ST. 

All of the software tools show pretty similar results. All of them are suitable for 

power system’s analysis. PSAT and PowerWorld Simulator shows the best re-

sults because of their simplicity and functionality, but the gap between them and 

other tools is not so big. The deeper analysis of chosen software is presented in 

the next chapter.  
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5. Implementation of chosen software during classes 

According to the previous chapter the chosen software are PSAT and Power-

World Simulator. They showed the best results in comparison, they both have a 

great performance and usability. Both of them have free versions and suit well 

for educational purposes. 

 

Fig. 5.1 Power System Analysis Software Tool logo. 

 

 

Fig. 5.2 PowerWorld Simulator logo. 

The main idea of this thesis is how power system analysis software tools can be 

used to improve educational process in universities – lectures, seminar works or 

laboratory courses. The whole course related to transmission networks can be 

divided into several main points – power flow studies, stability studies, voltage 

and frequency control, fault analysis. The ways how to implement PSA ST dur-

ing lectures and seminar works for these four cases will be discussed. 
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It is possible to use build in cases as examples in both tools. The following test 

case will be used for power flow studies. 

 

Fig. 5.3 WSCC 9-bus test system. 

The test system is the WSCC 9-bus test case. It is a system with nine buses and 

three generators, which is based on the Western System Coordinating Council 

[23]. 

The base KV levels are 13.8 kV, 16.5 kV, 18 kV, and 230 kV. The line complex 

powers are around hundreds of MVA each. 

5.1 Power flow studies 

As it was mentioned before, power flow studies is one of the main questions dis-

covered during lectures. The resolution of the power flow problem can be shown 

using PSA ST.  

Let us first do power flow analysis in PSAT environment. On the figure 5.4 the 

test case in Simulink environment is presented. 
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Fig. 5.4 WSCC 9-bus test system in Simulink environment. 

The results of  power flow calculation are given in “Static report” file. It is pos-

sible to see all results in per unit form or in their absolute values. Moreover, it is 

possible to see the profile of each parameter. The results of static report is given 

in figure 5.5. In addition, the results can be presented as Excel file. 

 

Fig. 5.5 Power flow static report. 
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PSAT gives an opportunity to see voltage magnitudes of the whole system as a 

heat map as well as voltage angles, line flows, generators’ rotor angles and 

speed, LMP’s and NCP’s. The voltage magnitude heat map is given in figure 

5.6. 

 

Fig. 5.6 Voltage magnitude heat map. 

In addition, it is possible in PSAT to change the power flow solution method, so 

it can be used during lectures about these method. Therefore, student can see the 

difference between them. 

PowerWorld Simulator has different advantages. Let us first see how the power 

flow studies look like. 

 

Fig. 5.7 Power flow solution in PowerWorld Simulator. 
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As it seen from the figure 5.7 the overall picture of power flows is seen. The 

green arrows show the direction of power flow. Their size shows the usage of the 

line in respect to other lines. The results of  power flow calculation are shown as 

produced power by generators and consumed power by loads. If one will double 

click on the networks element (bus, generator or transmission line) he or she will 

see more detail report of its operating parameters. The example for transmission 

line is shown in the figure 5.8. 

 

Fig. 5.8 Branch information dialog. 

These dialog windows can be very useful during lectures. Teacher can show to 

the students main parameters of networks elements, such as line’s power losses, 

voltages, angles, currents and many others. This is useful because teacher can 

change system parameters “live” and students will see changes in equipment op-

erating parameters. Moreover, PowerWorld has a build in animation model 

which can make interface of the software more attractive and easy to understand 

for students. 

The other important feature is that using power world it is possible to disconnect 

one or several lines and see the changes. Students can see what disconnection of 
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one or another line can cause. How system deals with it and which lines are more 

important for power transition and which are less. PowerWorld Simulator gives 

an opportunity to disconnect a generator or a load as well. 

 

Fig. 5.9 Test case with disconnected lines 7-8 and 6-9. 

In addition, PowerWorld Simulator has several features that has been shown by 

PSAT such as voltage’s heat map (figure 5.10). All output data can be presented 

in tables that can be easily converted to MS Office format.  

 

 

Fig. 5.9 Voltage’s heat map. 

As it seen from the above, both these software tools have some features that can 

be helpful during lectures. Using PSA STs teacher can show real time power 

flow solution. Students can see the directions of power flow and their changes 
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after changing topology of the network. PSA STs allow students to voltages and 

angles in nodes, power losses in transmission lines and other important parame-

ters of the network. This helps students to see how the network responds to 

changes in its parameters and what operating parameters can be modified to keep 

the system stable. During lectures teacher can show how to impact on voltage 

levels with tap changing transformers or using reactive power compensating de-

vises. In addition some tools allow to use different solution methods (NR, RK, 

etc.) so it is possible to see the differences between them.  

5.2 Stability studies 

The next important question is stability studies. Several different stability studies 

were discussed before. In this part chosen software is going to be used to solve 

stability problems.  

5.2.1 Steady state stability 

As it was said earlier steady state stability is about to reach the maximum power 

that can be transmitted to the consumer without loss of synchronism. It is possi-

ble in theory, but in real life it is almost impossible. The increase in the generat-

ed power leads to a decrease in reactive power in the nodes and, as a conse-

quence, a decrease in the voltage in them. As a result, the voltage level at the 

nodes often reaches a critical level before reaching the limit of the transmitted 

power in the power lines. 

According to that, the different case will be taken into consideration. The system 

analysis tools will be used to find the system’s angle δs and generators angle δg, 

and difference between them. 

Using PowerWorld Simulator it is possible to add extra fields with information 

around bus. There are two examples given as following – the first one shows the 

normal operation of system with its normal voltage and angles; the second one 

shows the operation with highly increased generated power. 
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Fig. 5.10 Normal operation. 

 

Fig. 5.11 Increased generation operation. 

As it is seen from the pictures above, PowerWorld Simulator allows to do this 

kind of study easily. It is possible to do the same thing using PSAT too, but the 

graphical display is not so convenient. PSAT does not allow to show network 

diagram parameters. Therefore, user has to use static report all the time. 

 

Fig. 5.12 Static report of normal operation. 
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Fig. 5.13 Static report of increased generation operation. 

Moreover, user has to change the source file to increase generation, save, down-

load it to PSAT and simulate it once again. This is not a quick way to change 

parameters and it can cause some problems during lectures because of the lack of 

time. 

5.2.2 Transient stability 

The second important case in stability studies is transient stability study. This 

problem was discussed in chapter 3.4.2. Transient stability is an ability of a 

power system to get back to its working conditions after large disturbances. Most 

of the system analysis software tools allow to carry out this study. 

The PSAT allows to plot angle curves and see of system is stable after disturb-

ances. Unfortunately, it allows to use only 3-phase fault.  

 

Fig. 5.14 9-busses case for transient stability studies. 
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To start studies, firstly, it is necessary to set “Fault time” and “Fault clearing 

time” in “Fault” block, and “First intervention time” and “Second intervention 

time” in “Breaker” block. Then user should save changes, download case and 

start time domain simulation. PSAT allows to build plots of δ(t), it gives an op-

portunity for teacher to show the impact of clearing time to system stability and 

show the system behaviour after disturbance.  

 

Fig. 5.15 δ(t) curve. 

In addition, using PSAT it is possible to build curves such as ω(t) and P-Q 

curves. The other useful tool is heat map. It can show allocations of voltages, 

angles and power across the whole system. 

 

Fig. 5.16 Heat map for generators’ angles  allocation. 
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PowerWorld Simulator is more powerful system analysis tool, therefore it gives 

a bigger opportunities for user. Let us take into consideration the 9 buses case, 

that has been used before.  

There is a dialog window in which user can change all parameters of the case 

such as breaker delay or clearing time. Here user can start transient stability 

study. 

 

Fig. 5.17 Transient stability dialog window. 

The fault occurs in the line bus 7 to bus 5. After clicking “Run transient stabil-

ity” the software will do the simulation and plot δ(t) curve. In this case plot for 

every generator is built, but user can change. 

 

Fig. 5.18 δ(t) curve. 
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Fig. 5.19 ω(t) curve. 

As it is seen in the figures 5.18 and 5.19 the system is stable and δ go back to 

their normal operational parameters after disturbing. Let us increase clearing 

time a bit and see if the system go unstable.  

 

Fig. 5.20 Setting clearing time. 

 

Fig. 5.21 δ(t) curve for unstable conditions. 
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For this kind of studies PowerWorld Simulator is more suitable. Both tools can 

do basic things, but PowerWorld requires less time and all parameters are easier 

to set there and the resulting plots look more informatively there. 

As it is seen from the above, both tools are useful for stability studies. PSAT is 

easier to use because its models are simpler and there are less parameters to set. 

But PowerWorld Simulator is more exact, gives more information about studies 

and allows to change all parameters “online”. Therefore, it takes less time to 

work with and better describes what is happening in the case. The results are 

easy to understand for students and this software suits better for stability studies.   

5.3 Fault analysis 

Stability studies are based on system response to disturbances and faults. There-

fore, fault analysis is an another necessary part of power system analysis. As it 

was said before, one of the main purposes of fault analysis is to find out the shirt 

circuit currents. Power system analysis tools can be useful during lectures about 

shirt circuits and faults. Teacher can show the difference between shirt circuit 

currents and currents under normal operation, students can see changes of other 

system’s parameters and difference between several types of faults. The work of 

circuit breakers can be shown as well. 

For this type of studies the 9-bus test case is used. This case is shown in figure 

5.3. 

PowerWorld simulator has a powerful tool for fault simulation and analysis. It 

allows to choose the type of the fault (single line to ground, line to line, 3 phase 

balanced and double line to ground) and the location of the fault (bus fault or 

inline fault). Fault’s parameters can be downloaded from build in test cases or 

they can be created manually by user.  

After fault simulation students can see the fault’s parameters (fault current’s 

magnitude and angle) and subtransient phase current parameters both per unit 

and Amps. The results are given as a couple of tables. They show voltage magni-

tudes and angles for buses, currents levels for lines, currents for generators and 

loads, and even Y-bus matrices for each sequence.  
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Fig. 5.22 Fault dialog window (bus fault). 

If fault occurs in line, program creates one extra bus for fault and user can see 

voltage magnitude and angle for this bus. In addition, the currents from and to 

this bus are given.  

The other valuable feature of PowerWorld Simulator is that it allows to show 

directions of currents and their values for every phases online. The program 

shows the values of current at the beginning and the end of the line. In figure 

5.23 the online simulation of current flow is shown. It can be useful because stu-

dents can see the impact of fault on a system. 

 

Fig. 5.23 Online simulation of current flow. 
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PSAT is less powerful system analysis tool, therefore it has less functionality. 

PSAT able to simulate faults but it cannot find out the currents values. The faults 

simulations can be used only for transient stability studies. This is the significant 

disadvantage compared to PowerWorld Simulator. 

5.4 Voltage control 

The other important thing to be shown to the students is voltage control. The 

idea of voltage control is simple – the voltage levels in buses must be kept within 

acceptable limits. There are several ways to do it, but the most commonly used 

are using tap transformers, shut reactors or capacitors.  

For this case in PowerWorld simulator the built in 5-buses test case is used. This 

case is developed exactly for this kind of study. 

 

Fig. 5.24 5-buses test case for  voltage control study. 

PowerWorld simulator has an attractive tool for voltage control. User can install 

tap transformer or shut device and then during online simulation change loads 

and see how they work. There is a dialog window for shut capacitor, using which 

user can set its parameters, such as voltage’s highest and lowest values. In addi-

tion it is possible to control load’s reactive power level instead of voltage level.  
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Fig. 5.25 Capacitor’s settings dialog window. 

In addition, if the load’s reactive power goes too low the capacitor would be au-

tomatically changed to reactor. 

 

Fig. 5.26 Work of reactive power compensating devices. 
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There is the same dialog window for a tap transformer as well. User can set an 

off-nominal tap ratio and tap ratio step. User can change the load’s MW and see 

how tap ratio changes to keep voltage within limits. 

PSAT gives an opportunity to use tap transformer and compensating devices too. 

In this case SVC (static var compensating) component is taken into considera-

tion.  

 

Fig. 5.27 PSAT 9-busses test case with tap transformer and SVC component. 

The user can change parameters of these equipment by double click in it. By 

changing loads user can cause lack or excess of reactive power. It leads to volt-

age changes in the system. After changing load parameters user have to simulate 

the system and see if voltage changed or not. The results, as usual are given in 

static report dialog window.  

In addition, PSAT has not only the SVC component. It is possible to use static 

condensers and shunt admittances. They are available in Simulink library devel-

oped for PSAT toolbox. 
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6. Conclusion 

This master thesis work is devoted to investigate how modern power system 

analysis tools can be used to improve educational process. Nowadays, electrical 

power systems develop dramatically and it is impossible to carry out all neces-

sary calculation manually. Therefore, power system analysis tools are used and 

students have to be familiar with them. In addition, there is no doubt that visuali-

zation is essential part in studying and modern simulation complexes suit the 

best for this purpose. They help students to understand all inner processes of 

power system better and help to get an idea of power system’s operation. 

By now there is a great number of power system analysis software tools availa-

ble in the market. Many of them are created to the utility needs and they are too 

complicated for using during classes. Therefore, the software tools must meet 

certain requirements to be used at classes. The main parameters are functionality, 

usability, interface, technical support, update support and teaching perspective. 

The teaching perspective is how one or another software tool can be used during 

classes. It covers concepts such as usefulness, pedagogical usability and added 

value.  Added value means how teacher can organize teaching process, develop 

quality of teaching and learner’s skills using one or another software tool 

According to this several power system analysis software tools can be chosen. 

They can be divided into two categories – free and commercial ones. Free tools 

are usually have less functionality, but they allow user to change their structure 

code and adjust them the way he or she wants. Commercial tools are more func-

tional, but they do not allow to change or even see their structure code. In addi-

tion, not every commercial tool has a free version and usually free versions are 

limited.  

The most suitable tools for educational purposes are PSAT (Power System 

Analysis Toolbox), PSCAD, SimPowerSystems, ETAP and PowerWorld Simu-

lator. All of them correspond to the selected parameters and include basic system 

analysis features like power flow studies, fault analysis, time domain simulations 
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and other. The best selection of these five tools are PSAT and PowerWorld Sim-

ulator. They showed the best results in comparison, they both have a great per-

formance and usability. Both of them have free versions and suit well for educa-

tional purposes. 

From the selected power system analysis tools, PowerWorld Simulator is the 

best decision. It is more powerful, has better interface and it is easier  to use. 

PowerWorld Simulator is a commercial software tool for power system analysis 

developed by PowerWorld Corporation. It has all necessary analysis features like 

power flow analysis, fault analysis, transient stability analysis and add-ons such 

as available transfer capability optimal power flow etc. In addition, there are a 

lot of information and guidance how to use PowerWorld. There are many video 

lectures and Power Point slides about how to use it on company’s official web-

site, some build in download free test cases. In addition, the company's employ-

ees are always ready to provide assistance and technical support when working 

with the software. This software is constantly updated and supported by almost 

all platforms. In additives, if the free version is not functional enough it is possi-

ble to purchase educational version for free, which is more powerful.  

Using power system analysis software tools is a new direction in education. It 

can be very useful for the students and it can help them to understand subject 

easier. However, it is very important to choose the right tool this  purpose. Of all 

the power system analysis software tools listed above, PowerWorld Simulator is 

the most appropriate solution for educational use. It is the best in terms of price, 

quality and convenience. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1. The available software tools 

Table 1: List of major available PSA ST  

Tool Demo/Ed. 

version  

Web Address  Vendor/Developer 

ETAP  http://www.etap.com 
Operation Technol-

ogy Inc. 

CAPE 
http://www.electrocon.com/capeintro.

php 

Electrocon Interna-

tional Incorporated 

CDEGS  http://www.sestech.com 

Safe Engineering 

Services & Tech-

nologies Ltd. 

CYME  http://www.cyme.com 
CYME Internation-

al 

DINIS - http://www.dinis.com Fujitsu 

DNV GL  http://www.dnvgl.com DNV GL 

DSA Tools - http://www.dsatools.com 
Powertech Labs 

Inc. 

EasyPower  http://www.easypower.com EasyPower 

EDSA x http://www.poweranalytics.com Power Analytics 

EMPT  http://www.empt.com POWERSYS 

ERACS  http://www.eracs.co.uk Edif Group 

GE PSLF  http://www.geenergyconsulting.com General Electric 

IPSA Power  http://www.ipsa-power.com IPSA Power Group 

MiPower x http://www.prdcinfotech.com PRDC Pvt. Ltd. 

NEPLAN  http://www.neplan.ch 
NAPLAN AG/BCP 

Inc. 

PowerFactory  http://www.digsilent.de DIgSILENT 

PowerWorld  http://www.powerworld.com 

PowerWorld 

Corp./University of 

Illinois 

POYA  http://www.intelectri.com INTELECTRICOM 

PSCAD - http://www.hvdc.ca 
Minitoba HDVC 

Research Center 
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PSS/E 
http://w3.siemens.com/smartgrid/glob

al 
Siemens 

RTDS x http://www.rtds.com 
RTDS Technolo-

gies 

SIMPOW  http://www.solvina.se Solvina 

SKM  http://www.skm.com 
SKM Systems 

Analysis Inc. 

WindMil  http://www.milsoft 
MILSOFT Utility 

Solutions 

XENDEE - http://www.xendee.com XENDEE 

Table 2: List of major FOSS  

Tool Platform Developer Link 

PSAT MATLAB University College 

Dublin, Ireland 

http://faraday1.ucd.ie/psat.html 

AMES Java Iowa State Univer-

sity, USA 

http://www2.econ.iastate.edu/tesfatsi/AME

SMarketHome.htm 

DCOPFJ Java Iowa State Univer-

sity, USA 

http://www2.econ.iastate.edu/tesfatsi/ 

DCOPFJHome.htm 

DOME Python University College 

Dublin, Ireland 

http://faraday1.ucd.ie/dome.html 

GridLAB-D  Pacific Northwest 

National Laborato-

ry 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/gridlabd/file

s/ 

InterPSS Java InterPSS Commu-

nity of Developers 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/interpss/files

/ 

MatACDC MATLAB Katholieke Univer-

siteit Leuven, Bel-

gium 

http://www.esat.kuleuven.be/electa/teachin

g/ 

matacdc 

MatDyn MATLAB Katholieke Univer-

siteit Leuven, Bel-

gium 

http://www.esat.kuleuven.be/electa/ 

teaching/ 

matdyn 

MATPOWER MATLAB Cornell University, 

Ithaca, USA 

http://www.pserc.cornell.edu//matpower/ 

http://www2.econ.iastate.edu/tesfatsi/
http://www.esat.kuleuven.be/electa/teaching/
http://www.esat.kuleuven.be/electa/teaching/
http://www.esat.kuleuven.be/electa/
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Minpower Python University of 

Washington, USA 

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/minpower 

OpenDSS Delphi Electric Power 

Research Institute, 

Inc 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/electricdss/ 

OPenETran  Electric Power 

Research Institute, 

Inc 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/ 

epriopenetran/ 

PAT MATLAB West Virginia Uni-

versity, USA 

 

PCFLO  University of Tex-

as, Austin 

http://users.ece.utexas.edu/~grady/ 

PowerSys-

tems 

Modelica  https://github.com/modelica/ 

PowerSystems 

PST MATLAB Rensselaer 

Polutechnic Insti-

tute, USA 

http://www.eps.ee.kth.se/ 

personal/vanfretti/pst/ 

Power_System_Toolbox_Webpage/ 

Downloads.html 

TEFTS C University of Wa-

terloo, Canada 

https://ece.uwaterloo.ca/~ccanizar/software

/ 

tefts.htm 

THYNE C++ OAK Ridge Na-

tional Laboratory, 

USA 

http://web.ornl.gov/~1qn/thyme/docs/ 

UWFLOW C University Ithaca, 

USA 

https://ece.uwaterloo.ca/~ccanizar/software

/pflow.htm 

VST MATLAB Drexel University 

Philadelphia, USA 

http://power.ece.drexel.edu/vst/ 

Appendix 2. The evaluation tables of chosen software 

Table 3: Performance of chosen PSA ST  

 

PSAT SimPowerSystems PowerWorld PSCAD ETAP 

PF 10 5 10 10 10 

CPF 10 10 10 10 10 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/
https://github.com/modelica/
http://www.eps.ee.kth.se/
https://ece.uwaterloo.ca/~ccanizar/software/
https://ece.uwaterloo.ca/~ccanizar/software/
https://ece.uwaterloo.ca/~ccanizar/software/
https://ece.uwaterloo.ca/~ccanizar/software/
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OPF 10 0 10 0 0 

SSA 10 10 0 10 10 

TDS 10 10 10 10 10 

FA 5 10 10 10 10 

GS 0 10 0 10 10 

HA 0 10 0 10 10 

PAC 0 10 0 10 10 

Total 6,1 8,3 5,6 8,9 8,9 

Table 4: Usability of chosen PSA ST  

  PSAT SimPowerSystems PowerWorld PSCAD ETAP 

User guide 

(installed) 
5,0 5,0 7,0 7,0 7,0 

Visualisation 8,0 6,0 8,0 6,0 8,0 

Import/export 7,0 7,0 9,0 8,0 8,0 

Libraries of 

equipment 
5,0 7,0 8,0 6,0 9,0 

Usability of 

tools 
8,0 6,0 8,0 7,0 7,0 

Easy of use 7,0 5,0 7,0 5,0 5,0 

Technical sup-

port 
6 6 8 8 9,0 

Total 6,6 6,0 7,9 6,7 7,6 

Table 5: Teaching perspective of chosen PSA ST  

  PSAT SimPowerSystems PowerWorld PSCAD ETAP 

Build in cases 10,0 5,0 10,0 5,0 5,0 

Limitation of 

busses 
10,0 10,0 5,0 6,0 5,0 

Usage during 

lectures or sem-

inars 

8,0 6,0 8,0 8,0 8,0 

Total 9,3 7,0 7,7 6,3 6,0 
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Table 6: Overall ranking of chosen PSA ST 

  PSAT SimPowerSystems PowerWorld PSCAD ETAP 

Performance 6,1 8,3 5,6 8,9 8,9 

Usability 6,6 6,0 7,9 6,7 7,6 

Interface 9,0 7,0 9,0 6,0 6,0 

Teaching per-

spective 
9,3 7,0 7,7 6,3 6,0 

Price for quali-

ty 
8,0 7,0 8,0 9,0 8,0 

Overall 7,8 7,1 7,6 7,4 7,3 

 

Appendix 3. Purchasing options 

How to purchase PowerWorld simulator. 

PowerWorld simulator is a commercial software developed by PowerWorld 

Corporation. The free trial version of this software is easy to get. On the official 

website of the company user need to click on the link "Try simulator for free" 

and then select the product of interest. Then user need to fill in the form follow-

ing the instructions. The program will automatically create and send an email 

which will contain a link to download the product. Then it remains only to 

download and install the software.  

How to purchase educational version of PowerWorld simulator. 

To get an educational version of the software user need to send a request by e-

mail: sales@powerworld.com, then follow all instructions of the operator. Or 

call them at (217) 384-6330 and ask them all interested questions. 

How to get test cases. 

To get free test cases user need to go to the tab "Training & Events" on the offi-

cial website of the company and select "Online training". Next, user need to 

click on the link "Sample Cases and Oneline Diagrams" and download the test 
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cases. In addition, there user can find links to all educational videos and Power 

Point slides that describe the basic functionality of PowerWorld Simulator. 


